
Hanging Ring

Accessory - Open the top electrical cover of the fixture, fix the hanging part to the electrical cover with M12, 
bolt and M12 nut, and put back the electrical cover to the fixture. Use M4 bolts to fix the reflector or Anti-
glare lamp shade under the lamp body, if equipped with a reflector or Anti-glare lamp shade. 
Fix the safety rope - Insert M10 live bolt in the corresponding position of the lamp body, and the safety rope 
is connected to the live bolt through the snap hook.
Fixing Fixtures - Pre-installed one nut on the suspender; fix the fixtures on the suspender, install the nut 
under the suspender, tighten the nut and fix the fixtures. Connect the end of the safety rope that is not 
connected to the lamp body to the surface on the suspender.
Electrical Connection - Connect the power input cable, distinguish the polarity (L\N\PE) according to the 
different colors of the power cord, as well as the polarity according to the different colors of the dimming line 
before the connection.

Fixing accessory - Turn the M12 eyebolt clockwise to fasten it to the top of the lamp body. Secure the 
reflector or Anti-glare lamp shade under the lamp body with a 4PCS M4 bolt (if equipped with a reflector 
or  Anti-glare lamp shade)
Fixing safety rope - Insert M10 live bolt in the corresponding position of the lamp body, the safety rope is 
connected to the live bolt through the spring buckle. 
Fixed fixture - can be installed with the chain or the original hook; connect the end of the safety rope that 
is not connected to the lamp body to the surface on the hanging chain. 
Electrical Connection - Connect the power input cable, distinguish the polarity (L\N\PE) according to 
the different colors of the power cord, as well as the polarity according to the different colors of the 
dimming line before the connection.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
DEDICATED LED HIGH BAY
MODEL: MI6HFLI-150W-V01
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Pendant type

Use M4 bolts to fix the reflector  or Anti-glare lamp shade under the lamp body (if equipped with a 
reflector or Anti-glare lamp shade).
Fixing safety rope - Insert 1PCS M10 live bolt in the corresponding position of the lamp body, the safety 
rope is connected to the live bolt through the spring buckle.
U-bracket (if ceiling installation is optional)- Use two M10 bolts for ceiling mounting.use 2* M4 bolts to
lock the angle and keep it vertical after fixing the U-bracket with combination bolts.
Fasten with M5 screw after NPT 3/4 " thread installation.
Electrical Connection - Connect the power input cable, distinguish the polarity (L\N\PE) according to
different colors of the power cord, as well as the polarity according to the different colors of the
dimming line before the connection.
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LEAD WIRES 
TO LED LOAD

WHITE (NEUTRAL)

GREEN (GROUND)

BLACK (LINE)

AC INPUT

VIOLET=(DIM+)

GRAY=(DIM-)DIM

Input voltage Power

150W

Ambient Operating temperature

-40oC to 80oC120-277V ~ 50/60Hz

Model 

MI6HFLI-150W-V01

Weight

 N/A

Technical data

Wiring Diagram

Installed by the qualified electrician holding a certificate
Always ensure the power is OFF and the fitting has cooled down before performing any maintenance, cleaning, 
changing the globe or adjustment to the fitting.
Hook installation lamps should not be put where there is and where make it swings,In case of lamp swing to make 
fixed end loose and hook contracting position weared
This Product is Class I and must be Earthed.
Perform visual, electrical, and mechanical inspections on a regular basis. The environment and frequency of use 
should determine this. However, it is recommended that checks should be made at least once a year. Frequency of use 
and environment should determine this.
The external lens should be cleaned periodically to ensure continued luminaire performance. Clean the lens with a 
clean, damp, non-abrasive, lint-free cloth. If this is not sufficient, use a mild soap or a liquid cleaner. Do not use an 
abrasive, strong alkaline or acid cleaner as damage may occur. Organic solvent is absolutely forbidden to soak the 
lens. 
Inspect the cooling fins on the luminaire to ensure that they are free of any contamination (i.e. excessive dust piles 
up). Clean with a non-abrasive cloth if needed.
Mechanically check to make sure all parts are properly assembled.
Electrically check to make sure that all connections are clean and tight.

Safety Information
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